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E-BIKE RENTAL DOCUMENT

The company Project Shaping SRLS based in Strada Vicinale dei Poggi 6 / D, 58015 Orbetello
(hereinafter RENTAL), delivers a pedal assisted bicycle, brand HaiBike, model:

eBike MODEL CONFIRMATION

HaiBike

HaiBike

HaiBike

NAME:
SURNAME:
IDENTITY CARD:
N° IDENTITY CARD:
LIVING STRUCTURE :
IN STAY FROM ____ TO  _____

for the following period and price:

RENT 2 H 4 H 8 H 1 H extra 2 H extra

E-BIKE / FAT € 29 € 39 € 49 € 9 € 14

EXCURSION € 39

GUIDED TOUR € 119

Notes on bicycle defects taken over at the BEGINNING of the rental

The GUEST is instructed on the use of the bicycle, the RENTAL staff asks the GUEST to carry out a
test on the bicycle to verify the perfect and suitable functioning of all the mechanical and electronic
parts. The GUEST is obliged to report any malfunctions of the mechanical and electronic parts
(gearbox, brakes, on-board computer) before the start of the rental, otherwise, they accept the bicycle
as fully functional.

The RENTAL as a guarantee requires the Guest to show a valid CREDIT CARD on which to be able
to charge at the end of the rental any damage reported to the bicycle by the customer during the
rental period.



Credit card holder

Credit card number

Deadline

Upon return of the bicycle, the RENTAL staff, together with the GUEST, will inspect the bicycle to
verify the perfect functioning of the mechanical and electronic parts.

Known defects of the bicycle taken back at the END of the rental

Any ascertained damage reported by the bicycles will be immediately charged using the credit card
left by the GUEST, according to the official spare parts list Bosch, HaiBike, Shimano, Magura, Xlc, in
force at the time. The rental sessions must be respected within the agreed times and times. A delay of
more than 30 minutes from the agreed time will result in an additional cost of € 24 on the agreed
price.

Together with the bicycle, the rental delivers the following EQUIPMENT to the guest:

❏ Clothing: Backpack - Helmet - Gloves - Glasses - Water bottle
❏ First aid kit: plasters, disinfectant, elastic bandage
❏ Repair kit: puncture repair bottle

In the case of PUNCTURE, the GUEST can:

● Self-repair the vehicle. Spare material costs € 12
● Call the RENTAL to arrange a recovery on the road at a cost of € 49

What is excluded from the rental cost

Any damage to the driver, damage to the E-Bike and to every single component, theft of the E-Bike or
of the objects supplied, recovery of the bicycle on the road. In the event of THEFT, the price to be
compensated by the GUEST is equal to the new commercial value of the rented bike or of the items
entrusted with the rental.

INSURANCE: E-Bike rental is covered by RCT (civil liability towards third parties), Generali
Assicurazioni Policy N ° ------------------

Sorano, date ______________ , Hour _______________ , Signature ________________________


